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\textbf{Abstract.} We present Wave menus, a variant of multi-stroke marking menus designed for improving the novice mode of marking while preserving their efficiency in the expert mode of marking. Focusing on the novice mode, a criteria-based analysis of existing marking menus motivates the design of Wave menus. Moreover a user experiment is presented that compares four hierarchical marking menus in novice mode. Results show that Wave and compound-stroke menus are significantly faster and more accurate than multi-stroke menus in novice mode, while it has been shown that in expert mode the multi-stroke menus and therefore the Wave menus outperform the compound-stroke menus. Wave menus also require significantly less screen space than compound-stroke menus. As a conclusion, Wave menus offer the best performance for both novice and expert modes in comparison with existing multi-level marking menus, while requiring less screen space than compound-stroke menus.
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\section{Introduction}

In recent studies, much attention has been devoted to marking menus \cite{7, 8} and their extensions \cite{15, 16}. Marking menus are a combination of pop-up radial menus and gesture recognition. They provide two interaction modes: novice and expert modes. On the one hand, if a user presses and waits a fraction of a second, radial menus pop up and items can be selected in a manner similar to common linear menus: this is the novice mode. On the other hand, the user can select an item without waiting for the menus to pop-up, by drawing a mark that leaves an ink trail corresponding to a selection path through the hierarchical menus: this is the expert mode. The key property of marking menus is that they support a seamless transition from novice to expert mode \cite{6}. In that sense, marking menus can be seen as pseudo-gestural interaction techniques since they make it possible to learn gesture interaction from a menu system. Several user studies have revealed their efficiency over linear and pie menus \cite{1}. Alternate designs have also been proposed to improve their efficiency when menus contain a large number of items \cite{15, 16}. 
Fig. 1. WaveMenus. (State A) The menu appears centered around the cursor. By drawing a stroke towards a desired item (Transition 1), the first level menu is enlarged to leave room for the submenu (State B). With a second stroke (Transition 2), the third level appears at the center and the first and second levels are enlarged (State C).

However, most of the recent studies were driven by the efficiency of the expert mode. The key point of this article is that the efficiency of the novice mode of marking menus is crucial for user acceptance of the menuing technique. Indeed:

- The novice mode is the first interaction mode with the menu and an unavoidable step before expert mode. The users must be able to learn how to use the most used commands in expert mode. The underlying principle of marking menus is that the users will learn the expert mode implicitly by activating these commands repeatedly in novice mode. This feature obviously highlights the crucial role of the novice mode: if the user interaction in novice mode is not efficient or too cumbersome (in terms of speed and accuracy), the users may reject marking menus immediately.
• The **novice mode never disappears.** Many menu items are seldom used by users. For instance, a study showed that 90% of Microsoft Office commands are rarely used [5]. This implies that many commands will be activated in novice mode, even by expert users that are familiar with the application. Besides, users with limited physical and/or cognitive skills (including handicapped and aged users) may never use the expert mode: this is an important consideration when designing applications to ensure widespread user adoption.

• **The novice and expert modes co-exist.** As pointed out in [7], transition from novice to expert mode is not one way. Switching back and forth between novice and expert modes is an important feature of marking menus. For example after a long lay-off period, the expert users return to the novice mode to refresh their memory of the layout of the menu.

In this paper, we focus on the improvement of the novice mode of marking menus by presenting a new hierarchical marking menu technique, called **Wave Menu** (Fig. 1), that combines the advantages of two previous marking menu techniques (compound-stroke [8] and multi-stroke [15]):

• In **novice mode**, Wave menus provide better performance than multi-stroke menus and similar performance to compound-stroke menus.

• In **expert mode**, Wave menus preserve the efficiency of multi-stroke menus that have been shown to outperform the compound-stroke menus.

The first section presents previous work and criteria for characterizing marking menus. These criteria are then used as the basis for the design of our two variants of the Wave Menu. We finally present the results of a controlled experiment that compares the novice mode of our two variants of the Wave menu with that of existing marking menus while highlighting the difficult and nearly unexplored problem of experimentally evaluating the novice mode of a menu.

## 2 Criteria for characterizing marking menus

For the sake of clarity, we first briefly describe the existing hierarchical marking menus before presenting criteria for characterizing marking menus and especially their novice mode.

### 2.1 Marking Menus Compared

**Compound-Stroke Menus (CS menus)** [8], are based on spatial composition: users make a compound mark that results from the combination of the elementary strokes needed to activate items in the menu hierarchy in novice mode. The gesture is performed continuously without releasing the mouse button. An important feature is that these menus are scale invariant in expert mode, so that the user does not have to look at the screen to check the location of the mouse release. As for traditional menu systems, the novice mode provides previsualization: users can browse submenus by dragging the mouse on their parent items or by tapping on them.
Multi-Stroke Menus (MS menus) [15], a variant of CS menus is based on *temporal composition:* the elementary strokes are drawn in quick succession, and each stroke (which is inflexion free) is completed when the user releases the mouse. A delay is needed to determine if a stroke belongs to the previous sequence, or if it initiates a new interaction sequence. In contrast to CS menus, the marks can overlap.

Zone and Polygon Menus [16], two variants of MS menus, consider both the relative position and orientation of elementary strokes. These menus improve MS menus by extending the breadth of menu to 16 items (CS and MS being limited to breadth-8) while preserving efficiency.

2.2 Criteria
The presented criteria are inspired by previous work on marking menus [6, 15, 16]. However, while most previous studies mostly focused on expert mode, we here put a special emphasis on the novice mode. The first two criteria presented correspond to system design constraints: the screen space that is required by the menuing technique and its supported number of items. The following criteria then cover the three aspects of usability [14]: Efficiency, Learnability and Satisfaction.

**Screen space.** The screen space required for displaying hierarchical marking menus in novice mode is a major limitation. This problem is critical for handheld devices as well as for contextual “pop-up” menus. Indeed, circular menus are at least twice as large as linear menus because items are laid out on both sides around the center point. Items must also be centered around the cursor that made them appear. These contrast with linear menus which can either appear on the left or the right side of the mouse press, depending on the space to the screen borders remaining. A 3-level CS menu hence requires more horizontal space than 10 linear menus to display its leftmost and rightmost branches (Fig. 2). This makes CS menus bad candidates for small screens or for being used as contextual menus, even on large screens: if the selected object is too close to the screen border, the menu will be partially hidden or it will not be centered around the mouse cursor, thus making user interaction cumbersome.

Other designs, such as MS menus and their variants (i.e. Zone and Polygon menus) still require more space than linear menus but are much less space consuming than CS menus because their submenus are superimposed. Moreover in expert mode, MS menus also require less space than CS menus because the performed simple marks can overlap [15].

![Fig. 2. Space requirements in breadth for three-depth Compound-Stroke menus](image)

**Number of items.** Many applications now contain a very large number of commands (for instance, 642 commands were available in Microsoft Word 6 [5]). Traditional menu systems may have some submenus that contain a rather large number of items
(typically more than 10 or 15 items) as opposed to CS and MS menus for which previous studies [6, 15] have shown a breadth equal to 8 to guarantee good performance in expert mode. Note that for multilevel CS menu, the breadth is even smaller than 8 because certain compound marks are ambiguous due to the scale invariance of the marks (for example a 3-level CS menu can allow 400 items instead of 512=8x8x8 items). The breadth limitation of CS and MS menus may imply awkward groupings of items [16] as well as an increased menu depth; two consequences that may lead to (a) a decrease in performance in expert mode (especially for CS menus, as shown in [15]) and (b) an increased decision time and possible disorientation in novice mode as the user needs to navigate in a larger number of submenus [10]. Zone and Polygon menus [15] have been introduced as a way to solve this problem by extending the menu breadth up to 16 items. However, it is important to notice that the time to select an item amongst N not only depends on the depth and breadth of the menu but also relies on various factors such as the type of menu task and the order of items. Empirical testing is thus often needed to define an optimal breadth and depth combination.

**Speed and Error rate.** Speed measures the time needed by users to activate appropriate items. Errors occur when the user selects an erroneous command instead of the one s/he was supposed to activate. The speed and error rate criteria are obviously related as users are more likely to make errors when they try to interact faster. The speed and the error rate also depend on the layout of the menu, especially the depth and the breadth of the menu, as explained in the previous section [4, 10] and the orientation of items in the circular submenus [8, 15]. We distinguish two cases depending on if the menu is used in expert or novice mode.

**Expert mode.** MS menus are more efficient than CS menus in expert mode [15]. MS menus allow for slightly faster selections and significantly reduce the error rate for large hierarchies. Their accuracy remains approximately constant (about 93%) for 2 and 3-level menus and does not decrease for diagonal directions. A possible explanation is that the spatial complexity of strokes does not vary with MS menus: users must always draw simple marks (but multiple times) while CS menus require more complex continuous compound gestures. Zone and Polygon menus are slower than MS menus for a given depth because the user must “tap” before drawing the stroke. However, as they provide a larger breadth, their depth tends to be smaller, so that the global performance of a menu system is likely to be equivalent or even better.

**Novice Mode.** Studies have shown that Pie menus were 15-20% faster than linear menus in novice mode [1]. Still, to the best of our knowledge, the marking menu techniques have not yet been compared in novice mode even though novice mode efficiency is a key issue for user acceptance (section 1).

The notion of “speed” is harder to define in novice mode than in expert mode. It can be viewed as the mean time needed to activate items that the user does not already know, and thus, that s/he cannot select in expert mode. Nevertheless the notion of a novice usage corresponds to different kinds of user behaviour and strategy [10]. A user can for instance search for a “concept” he has never or rarely used before. For example, the user of a new text editor will probably search the various commands for
changing the text properties (such as the font size, the font style, etc.). These commands may be located in different submenus at different levels in the hierarchy. A complete novice user may explore the whole menu system to find all commands that are related to text properties. A more experienced user may approximately know where these commands are located. An even more experienced user may know the appropriate submenu but not the precise location of the command in this submenu. This last case corresponds to an intermediate mode [3] where the user could start her/his search in expert mode (by performing a gesture that will open the right submenu) and complete her/his action in novice mode (by selecting the appropriate item in this submenu). This intermediate mode highlights the need for supporting the switch between novice and expert mode in menu techniques (section 1). Besides, even a novice user is unlikely to perform her/his search in a completely “blind” way: s/he will probably use the semantics of the menu labels to constrain her/his search. This property makes a search task in a menu system quite different from an exploration task in an arbitrary tree where item labels may convey little or no semantic information. A search in a menu system is always directed by a priori user knowledge (which can be domain knowledge, knowledge from previous uses of the application or of similar applications).

As a conclusion, the time to select an item amongst N in a menu system depends on various factors, such as the menu layout as explained in the previous section. Hence, novice mode efficiency cannot be evaluated in the same straightforward way as for expert mode. As an attempt to solve this problem, we have defined a “typical novice task” to compare the relative performance of different marking menu designs. This task, which can be parameterized in order to control the complexity of the search, will be detailed in section 4.

Learning time and retention over time. Time to learn evaluates how fast users are able to acquire the physical skills needed to operate the menu. This involves three different aspects: a) the time to understand how the menu works; b) the time to understand how items are organized; and c) the time needed for the transition from the novice to the expert mode.

Retention over time evaluates “how well users maintain their knowledge after an hour, a day, or a week. Retention may be related to time to learn. Frequency of use also plays an important role.” [14]. These criteria have only been studied for 1-level CS menus [7]; it has been found that novice users would eventually become experts using the mark-ahead feature 90% of the time. This study also highlighted that the time needed to reacquire expert mode after an idle period decreases with the amount of experience. Zone and Polygon menus may lead to significantly different results because of their more sophisticated design. This is especially true for Polygon menus where users must draw marks that do not start from a central point and that activate different items according to the direction of the mark. The time to understand how the menu works may thus be longer than for MS and CS menus. Nevertheless an informal study of these menus [6] suggests that their increased breadth (16 items instead of 8 items) may favor the learnability of the overall organization of the menu items.
Subjective satisfaction. By estimating how much users liked using various aspects of the menu system, “subjective satisfaction may be the key determinant of success” [14]. It can depend on many factors, from design to subjective efficiency. The novice mode plays an important part in the evaluation of satisfaction because it is the first mode used. If the novice mode does not satisfy the user, there is little chance that s/he will continue to use it even if the expert mode is very good.

3 Wave Menus and Inverted Wave Menus

Our rationale for designing the Wave menus is guided by the above criteria. Considering the speed and error rate criterion, for expert mode, MS menus and other variants based on temporal composition, outperform CS menus. We chose to improve MS menus, rather than Zone or Polygon menus because their more complex design may increase the time to learn and no experimentation has yet been done to study this important aspect. We then focus on the novice mode of MS menus and propose alternate designs for improving the novice mode while preserving the efficiency of the expert mode. For novice mode, MS menus require less screen space than CS menus since a submenu is displayed on top of its parent menu. However this approach may imply problems for exploration of the hierarchical menu and cause user disorientation as the navigation path is not visible. This lack of contextual information although minimizing the required screen space criterion may therefore have a negative impact regarding the time to learn criterion. As people acquire display-based knowledge, the graphical display is crucial to learn the structure of the menu. The context in which each action is performed helps the user to recall the methods used (i.e. the sequence of actions). Moreover MS design does not allow previsualization. Previsualization is a common feature of linear and CS menus that allows the user to browse the submenus of a given menu by dragging the mouse over its items. Previsualization is a proactive feedback [13] that is important for exploring menu systems because it provides a means for a fast inspection of possible commands [12].

To sum up, the rationale for designing Wave menus corresponds to an alternate design of MS menus that improve their novice mode while preserving the efficiency of their expert mode. Its graphical design is geared towards requiring less space than CS menus while offering previsualization of submenu items and path visualization. As a consequence, Wave menus work exactly the same way as MS menus in expert mode. Fig. 1 shows an example of a 3-level 8-breadth menu that illustrates the new graphical design we designed for novice mode. Fig. 1-a shows the root menu, which is centered around the cursor. As for MS menus, drawing a stroke towards an item of the root menu opens the corresponding submenu. However, this submenu is not displayed on top of its parent but at the center of the menu system. In order to remain visible, its parent menu is then enlarged to surround this submenu (Fig. 1-b). The same effect occurs again if another stroke is made (Fig. 1-c). Submenus move outwards from the center, recalling the propagation of waves. The outmost menu is always the root menu while the inmost menu is always the deepest submenu in the hierarchy that is currently visible on screen (as deeper submenus may exist may still be closed).
For backing up a level in the hierarchy, the user clicks in the center area of the innost submenu. The innost submenu then disappears and the menus that surround it are shrunk. For instance, clicking twice on the center of the menu system shown in Fig. 1-c would it appear as in Fig. 1-b then Fig. 1-a appear.

An important consequence is that the user mostly interacts with the innost menu. The cursor remains in the center area of the layout thus reducing the time for pointing (length movement) and the focus of attention remains at the center. The fact that interaction location and focus of attention remain stable at the center is likely to improve performance.

Users can open submenus without releasing the mouse button. Menus start being expanded when the cursor crosses an item border of the innost menu. A fast animation is then performed to make the corresponding submenu pop-up in the center of the menu system. This effect, that is related to crossing-based interaction [2, 11] simulates the idea of “pushing the menu outwards”. It only requires small movements to avoid affecting performance.

Symmetrically a fast animation occurs when the user clicks on the center for closing a submenu to produce a “collapsing effect”. The role of these animations is to help users to understand layout changes when the menu is expanded or collapsed. We have informally observed during experimentation that “crossing” (i.e. interacting when reaching item borders) seemed to be quite “natural” for users. A possible explanation is that drawing a stroke that crosses an item’s border affords the idea of stretching this object in order to make its content (i.e. its submenu) appear. Moreover, as submenus appear in the center, it makes sense to drag their parent items outwards to “make place” in the center.

Another important characteristic of Wave menus is that users can interact with all visible items by clicking or dragging the mouse on them. This makes it possible to explore different branches without closing menus and to previsualize submenus. Previsualisation can be performed continuously by dragging the mouse over the items of any parent menu. The current path in the menu tree is always visible as the ascendants of a submenu appearing in the center are necessarily displayed (by construction of the Wave menu). Wave menus thus offer submenu previsualisation and path visualization, two features of traditional menus that increase learnability as explained in section 2.

Finally, with regards to required screen space criterion, Wave menus require the same minimum amount of screen space as MS menus because they can be operated in the same way, by interacting only with the innost submenu. Some operations, such as direct interaction with outer menu items require more space. But Wave menus can still be used, even if it is in degraded mode, when they are close to the screen borders. This property contrasts with CS menus. Besides, they also support better screen space efficiency than CS menus.

**Alternate design.** A major feature of Wave menus, which may be surprising at first, is that the children of the menu tree appear in the center of the graphical representation while the parents (and the root nodes) are located on the outmost rings. Such a way of displaying (and interacting with) trees is somewhat unconventional. This layout scheme also differs from the marking and pie menus [1]. Hence, we also developed a variant called *Inverted Wave menus* (WM2) where tree nodes are
displayed in the opposite order. With this variant, the root menu appears in the center of the graphical representation, its submenus appear around the root and so on.

The main drawback of this representation is that it requires more space to be usable. In contrast with the standard Wave menu, it cannot be used in “degraded mode” when the activation point is close to the screen borders. Besides, it also leads to more changes of focus as the user cannot focus on the center area most of the time, as is the case with our previous design. But we found it interesting to experiment with these dual designs and to compare them with some of the most promising marking menu techniques proposed so far.

4 Experimental comparison of novice mode efficiency

We conducted a controlled experiment to compare the efficiency of the Multi-Stroke (MS), Compound-Stroke (CS), Wave (WM) and Inverted Wave (WM2) menus in novice mode. As pointed out in section 2, novice mode usage can be seen as a kind of a search that is guided by the semantics of the labels and a priori user knowledge. The key point here is that users will generally not explore the entire menu tree but only a subpart of it, whose size depends on user experience. Moreover, they may want to find all commands that are related to a given topic in order to decide which of them is more appropriate.

As the knowledge across subjects is different, a search actually guided by semantics is likely to introduce bias in the exploration task. In order to avoid this effect, we gave the same name (e.g. Name1) to all the “possible” items in the root menu. This means that the subject must only open the submenus that correspond to Name1 items. The number of Name1 items (and their corresponding submenus) controls the difficulty of the task. This design models a situation where the user needs to open several menus (the larger the number, the more of a novice he is).

Similarly, we gave the same name (e.g. Name2) to the items that must be found by the user in the submenus. Some submenus contains one occurrence of Name2, some other submenus do not contain it. Again, the number of Name2 items is a fixed parameter of the task. Name2 items are all terminal items: they do not open other submenus. While our design could easily be extended to 3-level menus we only considered 2-level menus to avoid too long experiments, that is to say less than 1 hour per subject for testing the four techniques.

The proposed task is thus as follows: the subject must activate all Name1 items in the root menu in order to open the corresponding submenus and s/he must search for all Name2 items in these submenus. A key factor is that the user must consider all Name1 and Name2 items. This makes it possible to control the difficulty of the task and thus to avoid excessive variability.

A naive design would consist in asking the user to find and select the first Name2 occurrence (instead of all Name2 occurrences) in the set of possible submenus. This would make it very difficult to control the task complexity: users would open submenus and finding one that contains Name2 would depend on chance. As the number of submenus explored is unpredictable it cannot be easily counterbalanced with trials. Hence, we preferred a design where the complexity is known in advance. In our experiments, the number of Name1 items is fixed and set to 4, a value that
corresponds to a user that is partially, but not completely, novice. The number of Name2 items varies from 2 to 4 in a way that is counterbalanced among the techniques, so that complexity is the same for all the techniques. This number varies to force users to open all the 4 possible submenus (if it was fixed and inferior to 4, users could perform the task without opening all the submenus in some trials and this would cause inopportune variability; if it was always equal to 4, all submenus would contain the Name2 item, a situation that is less realistic than the proposed model). We performed this experiment to check the following hypotheses:

- **H1**: Multi-Stroke (MS) menus are slower than Compound-Stroke (CS) menus in novice mode as they do not provide previsualization and visible path availability.
- **H2**: Wave menus and CS menus have similar performance in novice mode.
- **H3**: Wave menus have similar performance to their “Inverted” variant: the order of the hierarchy does not matter.
- **H4**: There is no significant effect on the number of errors and the number of missed items between menu techniques.

### 4.1 Experimental Design

**Participants.** Twelve volunteers participated in the experiment (5 women, 7 men) from 24 to 35 years (mean 26). They were all accustomed to using computers and to interaction techniques such as linear multilevel menus. None of them had prior experience with the tested techniques, nor knew which was the one we had designed.

**Apparatus.** The experiment was conducted on a laptop with a 2 GHz Pentium 4 processor, with a 17” display. All menus were implemented by using the Ubit [11] GUI Toolkit (version 5.0) with OpenGL acceleration. In contrast with many prior studies, we did not use a pen interface but a Logitech (TM) mouse as an input device. The primary reason is that most of our users had no experience with using pen tablets. Much longer training time would have been required to avoid possible bias due to pen interaction learning. Besides, our study focuses on user acceptance of marking menus for common use, and the mouse is much more commonly used as an input device.

**Task and Stimulus.** As explained above, the task consists in finding and selecting the multiple occurrences of Name2 items in all Name1 submenus (i.e. submenus that correspond to Name1 items in the root menu). Name1 appears 4 times among the 8 items of the root menu so that the user must open 4 submenus that may contain Name2. The number of Name2 occurrences, which varies from 2 to 4, is counterbalanced over techniques and submenu breadths. As would be the case in a real task, Name1 and Name2 are existing words. They are respectively a continent and a city of this continent. To avoid bias due to different subject knowledge both names are displayed during the trial. The names contained in the menus are changed at the end of each trial. We only performed experiments with 2-level menus in order to keep their duration within reasonable limits (about 1 hour). Each submenu is filled with 4, 6 or 8 items where the position is counterbalanced in order not to favor a specific direction.

**Procedure.** The experiment was divided into 4 blocks, one per menu technique, counterbalanced across subjects using a Latin square design. For each block, we let users discover the menu technique for three minutes without giving indications.
Participants were then instructed about how to use the menu for five minutes. Then, they had to execute 18 randomly-chosen trials for each block. Each trial works as follows: 1) the participant presses the mouse in the center of the screen to start the experiment; 2) the continent (Name1) and the city (Name2) appear on the screen; 3) the participant opens the menu by pressing the mouse; 4) he can then search and select the multiple occurrences of the city name in the menu hierarchy; 5) he presses the space bar when he thinks he has found all occurrences; 5) a new screen appears with a button to start the next trial. Participants were allowed to take breaks between trials. Breaks were enforced between different techniques. In summary, the experiment (excluding training) follows this design:

\[
\text{12 subjects} \times 4 \text{ techniques (MS, CS, WM, WM2)} \times 3 \text{ submenu breadths (4-6 or 8 items) of 6 selections} = 864 \text{ menu selections}
\]

The dependent variables are: the reaction, execution and total times, the number of errors and the number of missed items. Reaction time is measured as the interval between the appearance of the stimulus and the mouse press to open the menu. This interval represents the time needed by participants to understand stimuli before making a selection. Execution time is measured as the interval between this mouse press and when the user presses the space bar to finish the trial. The total time is obtained by adding up the reaction time and the execution time. The number of errors is the number of wrong selections. The number of missed items is the number of city name occurrences that were present in the menu but not selected by the user.

4.2 Results

![Graph](image1)

*Fig. 3. Performance of the Compound–Stroke menu (CS), Multi-Stroke menu (MS), Wave menu (WM) and Inverted Wave Menu (WM2) with 4, 6 or 8 items by submenu.*

The two-way analysis of variance indicates no significant effect for menu techniques on **reaction time**, thus suggesting there is no difference in mental preparation time. The **execution time** is calculated without taking into account trials with missed items. Analysis of variance reveals a significant main effect for technique on execution time ($F_{3,33} = 47.25, p<.0001$). A post hoc Tukey test with 1% alpha level shows that the Wave and CS menus are significantly faster than the MS and Inverted Wave menus.
As expected, our results also reveal a significant main effect for submenu breadth \( (F_{2,22} = 68.69, p < .0001) \). There is also a significant submenu-breadth x technique interaction \( (F_{6,66} = 2.75, p < .001) \), indicating that breadth changes affected menu techniques differently. Pairwise means comparisons (Tukey test with 1%) indicate that there is no significant time difference between 6 and 8 items for the MS menu. It also indicates that the WM2 is significantly slower with 6 and 8 items. A possible explanation is that the distance between items is much larger in this design that takes longer to read all items. Finally, the analysis of total time (Fig. 3) shows the same significant effect as for execution time (as there is no effect for reaction time).

There is a significant effect for techniques on the numbers of errors \( (F_{3,33} = 13.59, p < .0001) \) as shown on Fig. 3. A post hoc Tukey test with 1% alpha level shows that the number of bad selections is significantly higher for MS menus than for other techniques. Wave menus produce 8 times fewer errors than the MS design. This can be explained by the fact that users have difficulty selecting the center of the menu when they want to come back one level up. The accuracy for different submenu-breadths is statistically significant (but the Tukey test with 5% indicates that the differences are not significant). There is also a significant submenu-breadth x technique interaction \( (F_{6,66} = 2.75, p < 0.1) \). Pairwise mean comparisons (Tukey test with 1%) indicate that MS menus generate significantly more errors for 6 and 8 items. Techniques and submenu-breadth have no significant effect on the number of missed items.

After the experiment, we asked participants to rank-order each of the four menu techniques.

- 6 participants chose CS menus as their favorite technique and 5 of them chose Wave menus. 9 participants ranked MS menus as their least favorite technique.
- 5 participants judged CS menus as the easiest to learn, 3 chose Inverted Wave menus and 2 standard Wave menus. Conversely, 6 participants considered MS menus as the hardest technique to learn and 4 Wave menus.
- For 7 participants MS menus was the most tiring technique, for 2 participants it was the CS and Inverted Wave techniques. In contrast, 7 participants found CS as the least tiring technique, 2 chose WM and MS.
- 8 participants considered that MS menus made it hard to perceive the hierarchy and 3 found this to be the case for the Inverted Wave menus. Conversely, 7 participants said that CS menus were the best technique to perceive the hierarchy, and 2 chose WM and WM2.
- 7 subjects were not bothered by the inverse hierarchy used in Wave menus, 3 said they were uncomfortable only at the beginning and 2 during the whole session.

### 4.3 Discussion

We can now revisit and attempt to confirm the hypothesis posed earlier:

**H1**: Multi-Stroke (MS) menus are slower than Compound-Stroke (CS) menus in novice mode. Our results clearly show that CS menus are faster than MS menus in novice mode (18% faster). As seen in previous sections, previsualization and visible path availability, two features that MS menus do not provide, seem to have a major effect in improving the navigation in the menu system. In fact, 11 subjects said they
felt they could easily get lost in MS menus because they were unable to remember which submenus they had already visited.

**H2**: Wave menus and CS menus have similar performance in novice mode. This hypothesis is confirmed by our results and can be explained in the same way as for H1: as they provide the same previsualization and visible path availability features as CS menus, they also share the same performance in novice mode.

**H3**: Wave menus have similar performance to their “Inverted” variant: the order of the hierarchy does not matter. Our results show that Wave menus are actually faster than their inverted variant. This may seem surprising but can be explained by a larger distance between the “most important” items. An attractive feature of the normal Wave menu is that the deepest submenu of the visible part of the hierarchy is always located in the center of the menu. This makes it possible for users to focus on this zone and to avoid multiple changes of attention, as is the case with the Inverted Wave menu. This fact was also pointed out by several users who complained about the excessive distance between the items they had to read.

Hence, it is somewhat difficult to conclude on the effect of the order of the hierarchy on performance. However, the fact that the Wave and the CS menu share similar performance tends to prove that this order does not really matter. Besides, most users (10/12) said they were not bothered by the reversed hierarchy after sufficient learning time.

**H4**: There are no significant effects on the number of errors and the number of missed items by menu techniques. We found no significant difference between techniques for the number of missed items. But the number of errors is surprisingly high for Multi-stroke menus, which produces 7 times more errors than other techniques. While observing participants, we noticed that many of them had difficulty clicking in the center zone of the menu to come back to the previous level, and often selected a wrong item. This problem does not occur in expert mode where users never come back to the previous level.

### 5 Conclusion

Motivated by a criteria-based analysis of marking menus, we have presented Wave menus, a variant of multi-stroke marking menus designed for improving their novice mode. A user experiment focusing on the novice mode showed that compound-stroke marking menus and Wave menus are significantly faster (18%) and more accurate (7 times fewer wrong selections) than multi-stroke menus. Wave menus have the same performance as the novice mode of compound-stroke marking menus and as the expert mode of multi-stroke marking menus. By always displaying the parent menus and allowing interaction on all the displayed items, Wave menus also offer previsualization of submenu items for continuous browsability of menu items and path visualization, two features that increase the learnability of the menu by supporting exploration and menu knowledge acquisition. Even though the parent menus are displayed, Wave menus require less space than compound-stroke marking menus and can be used in “degraded mode” with restricted-space conditions (proximity to screen borders). In our experiment, we used a mouse because we are
focusing on user acceptance of marking menus for common use. In a future comparative study, we plan to experiment with Wave menus with a stylus, which is an adequate device for marking interaction and cross-based interaction. Finally in our experimental study we did not consider Zone and Polygon menus. Further research must be carried out to study their novice mode.
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